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Cellular metabolism is most often described and interpreted in terms of the biochemical
reactions that make up the metabolic network. Genomics is providing near complete information regarding the genes/gene products participating in cellular metabolism for a growing
number of organisms. As the true functional units of metabolic systems are its pathways, the
time has arrived to de"ne metabolic pathways in the context of whole-cell metabolism for the
analysis of the structural design and capabilities of the metabolic network. In this study, we
present the theoretical foundations for the identi"cation of the unique set of systemically
independent biochemical pathways, termed extreme pathways, based on system stochiometry
and limited thermodynamics. These pathways represent the edges of the steady-state #ux cone
derived from convex analysis, and they can be used to represent any #ux distribution
achievable by the metabolic network. An algorithm is presented to determine the set of
extreme pathways for a system of any complexity and a classi"cation scheme is introduced for
the characterization of these pathways. The property of systemic independence is discussed
along with its implications for issues related to metabolic regulation and the evolution of
cellular metabolic networks. The underlying pathway structure that is determined from the set
of extreme pathways now provides us with the ability to analyse, interpret, and perhaps predict
metabolic function from a pathway-based perspective in addition to the traditional reactionbased perspective. The algorithm and classi"cation scheme developed can be used to describe
the pathway structure in annotated genomes to explore the capabilities of an organism.
( 2000 Academic Press

Introduction
Metabolism is broadly de"ned as the complex of
physical and chemical processes involved in the
maintenance of life. It is comprised of a vast
repertoire of enzymatic reactions and transport
processes used to convert thousands of organic
compounds into the various molecules necessary
to support cellular life. Metabolic objectives are
achieved through a sophisticated control scheme
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that e$ciently distributes and processes metabolic resources throughout the cell's metabolic
network. Before we can understand the regulatory logic that the cell chooses to implement, we
need to ask what the cell is actually attempting to
regulate from a systems-based perspective. The
collection of reactions and hence pathways that
a metabolic network possesses determines the
architecture and topology of the network. To
harness the production capabilities inherent in
the network, the cell must "nd a way to control
the system and the pathways that determine these
capabilities.
( 2000 Academic Press
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The obvious functional unit in metabolic networks is the actual enzyme or gene product
executing a particular chemical reaction or facilitating a transport process. Control of metabolism
involves regulation of these individual reactions
at various levels from enzymatic activation/inhibition down to transcriptional regulation at the
genetic level. By physically controlling the functional units involved in the metabolic network
the cell is ultimately controlling its metabolic
pathways in a switchboard-like fashion, directing
the distribution and processing of metabolites
throughout its extensive map of pathways. Thus,
in seeking to comprehend the regulatory logic
implemented by the cell to control the network it
is imperative to understand how the cell is capable of meeting its metabolic objectives through
the analysis of its metabolic pathways.
Decades of metabolic research and the advent
of rapid genome sequencing technologies and
algorithms have placed us on the brink of having
a complete metabolic parts catalogue for several
organisms. Once a genome has been fully sequenced and annotated, the entire metabolic map
representing all the metabolic reactions taking
place in the cell can be constructed, and extensive
on-line databases have collected this information
for a number of organisms (Kanehisa, 1997; Karp
et al., 1998; Selkov et al., 1998). This information
provides us with the contents of the metabolic
system in a given organism. Concurrent advances
in the area of cDNA microarrays (Schena et al.,
1998; Brown & Botstein, 1999) and DNA chip
technology (Hoheisel, 1997; Ramsay, 1988; Lipshutz et al., 1999) have provided the capability of
studying the expression patterns and utilization
of the metabolic genotype under various environmental conditions. Additionally, computational
models of the entire metabolic network are now
being developed to analyse, interpret, and predict
the genotype}phenotype relationship for fully sequenced organisms (e.g. Schilling et al., 1999a).
All of these methods for the analysis of metabolic networks provide clear and insightful
information regarding the activity of metabolic
reaction networks from an individual reactionbased perspective. From the microarray data we
can observe which genes have been up- or downregulated under changing conditions, and from
the computational approaches it is predicted

which #uxes increase or decrease under simulated
conditions. It is now an opportune time to
provide a new perspective for the analysis of
metabolic networks, namely that of a pathwayoriented interpretation. Thus, we seek to translate information on the activity of individual
reactions in a metabolic network into distinct
metabolic pathways. Ideally, we would like to
"nd a set of pathways that are unique for a particular network, which correspondingly can provide a unique representation of all the possible
functional modes or #ux distributions that the
network can achieve. With such a set of pathways
de"ned for a given network of reactions, we could
use these pathways to provide the pathway-based
perspective that is needed to understand how
metabolic networks are operated and controlled.
Currently, there exist two fundamentally di!erent approaches to the de"nition of metabolic
pathways: (1) qualitative identi"cation based on
historical groups of reactions in a database
setting (Karp et al., 1999), and (2) rigorous quantitative and systemic de"nitions based on mathematical principals such as linear algebra and
convex analysis (for a recent review see Schilling
et al., 1999b).
While much information can be derived from
a qualitative analysis of the pathways in a metabolic network, comprehensive approaches for the
quantitative de"nition of metabolic pathways
can be used to assess the precise metabolic capabilities and performance of cellular metabolic
networks under a broad range of environmental
and genetic challenges. This will be illustrated
in the following companion paper (Schilling &
Palsson, 2000) in which the theoretical approaches outlined below are applied to examine
the production capabilities and functional characteristics of Haemophilus in-uenzae, containing
the "rst fully sequenced genome of a free-living
organism (Fleischmann et al., 1995).
In this paper, we present the detailed theoretical foundations of a newly developed approach
for the study of metabolic pathway analysis that
is based on convex analysis, which has been previously used to study pathways in both chemical
and metabolic reaction networks (Clarke, 1988;
Schuster et al., 1999). Through the application of
convex analysis, the unique set of extreme pathways that are systemically independent can be
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calculated for any metabolic system and then
classi"ed. These pathways can then be used to
interpret metabolic functioning and potentially
metabolic control. A section devoted to a comparison between existing approaches for pathway
analysis based on principles of convexity is also
included at the end. Mathematical proofs and
instructive examples are provided to illustrate
many of the concepts discussed in an e!ort to
make the theory intelligible to anyone with an
interest in either biology or mathematics. The
application of these theoretical concepts to a fully
sequenced and annotated genome will follow
(Schilling & Palsson, 2000).
Metabolic Systems and Descriptions
A cellular metabolic reaction network is a
collection of enzymatic reactions and transport
processes that serve to replenish and drain the
relative amounts of certain metabolites. A system
boundary can be drawn around all these types
of physically occurring reactions, which constitute internal #uxes operating inside the network.
The system is closed to the passage of certain
metabolites while others are allowed to enter
and/or exit the system based on external sources
and/or sinks which are operating on the network
as a whole. The existence of an external source/
sink on a metabolite necessitates the introduction
of an exchange #ux, which serves to allow
a metabolite to enter or exit the theoretical system boundary. These #uxes are not physical biochemical conversions or transport processes like
those of internal #uxes, but can be thought of as
representing the inputs and outputs to the system. These #uxes can also be referred to as
pseudoreactions (Clarke, 1980), and could also
represent di!usive exchange with a bu!ered external reservoir. Demands on a metabolite for
further processing or incorporation into cellular
biomass would also create an exchange #ux on
an internal cellular metabolite. (As a consequence, a metabolite located inside the cell is
considered distinct from the same metabolite
located in the extracellular space.) Furthermore,
when considering a whole-cell metabolic network
the system boundary is drawn around the entire
cell and transport reactions become internal
#uxes (similar to the concept of a free-body
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diagram in mechanical engineering for determining force balances, or shell balances in transport
phenomena).
All internal #uxes are denoted by v for
i
i3[1, n ] where n is the number of internal
I
I
#uxes. All exchange #uxes are denoted by b ,
i
for i3[1, n ] where n is the total number of
E
E
exchange #uxes. Limited thermodynamic information can be used to determine if a chemical
reaction can proceed in the forward and reverse
directions or it is irreversible thus physically constraining the direction of the reaction. All internal
reactions that are considered to be capable of
operating in a reversible fashion are considered
as two #uxes occurring in opposite directions,
therefore constraining all internal #uxes to be
nonnegative. This convention is used purely for
mathematical purposes and does not in#uence
the biological interpretation of metabolic
function in any way. There can only be one
exchange #ux per metabolite, whose activity
subsequently represents the net production and
consumption of the metabolite by the system.
Thus, n can never exceed the number of
E
metabolites in the system (m). The activity of
these exchange #uxes is considered to be positive
if the metabolite is exiting or being produced by
the system, and negative if the metabolite is entering or being consumed by the system. For all
metabolites in which a source or sink may be
present the exchange #ux can operate in a bidirectional manner and is therefore unconstrained.
The analysis of a metabolic system should
begin with a study of its structural characteristics
or invariant properties, those depending neither
on the state of the environment nor on the internal state of the system, but only on its structure
(Reder, 1988). The stoichiometry of a biochemical
reaction network is the primary invariant property that describes the architecture and topology
of the network. Stoichiometry refers to the molar
ratios in which substrates are converted into
products in a chemical reaction (e.g. glucokinase
converts one mole of glucose and one mole of
ATP into one mole of glucose-6-phosphate and
one mole of ADP). These ratios remain constant
under changing reaction conditions, which may
serve to alter the kinetic parameters and rate of
reaction as a function of time.
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Dynamic mass balances can be written around
every metabolite in the system taking the form of
the following equation in matrix notation where
x denotes the concentration vector of all the
metabolites, S is the stochiometric matrix and v is
the #ux vector describing the activity of all the
internal and exchange #uxes:
dx
"S ' v.
dt

(1)

The stoichiometric matrix S is an m]n matrix
where m corresponds to the number of metabolites and n is the total number of #uxes taking
place in the network (n"n #n ). The S eleI
E
ij
ment of the stochiometric matrix corresponds to
the stoichiometric coe$cient of the reactant i in
the reaction denoted by j, and v is the #ux
j
through this metabolic reaction. Thus, for the
enzyme glucokinase, S
"!1. The
glucose,glucokinase
vector v then refers to the relative #uxes through
the reactions in the metabolic network. In these
di!erential equations, enzyme kinetics enters the
equation when v is represented as a rate law,
typically a function of the concentration vector
and a number of kinetic parameters. Equation (1)
then essentially describes the change in metabolite concentration as a function of time to be
equal to the di!erences in the sum of all #uxes
that serve to produce the metabolite and those
which consume the metabolite.
The pathway structure we seek to determine
should also be an invariant property of the network along with stoichiometry. Thus, it is
reasonable to eliminate the time derivative from
eqn (1) by imposing a steady-state condition.
Under steady-state conditions the time derivative
in eqn (1) can be relaxed to zero and a resulting
set of linear homogeneous equations [eqn (2)] is
created from which it is possible to calculate #ux
values. This system of equations is typically
underdetermined for metabolic systems as the
number of reactions typically exceeds the number
of participating metabolites, and as a result a corresponding null space (Nul S) can be described
(Lay, 1997):
0"S ' v.

(2)

The null space corresponds to the set of all solutions (v) for eqn (2). It has been previously shown

that a set of basis vectors can be selected to
describe the null space of eqn 2, where each basis
vector corresponds to a steady-state biochemical
pathway (Fell, 1993; Schilling & Palsson, 1998).
However, to completely describe the system we
need to include the constraints on internal and
exchange #uxes. The constraints on internal
#uxes are rather straightforward as all #uxes
must be non-negative yielding:
v *0, ∀i.
i

(3)

The constraints on the exchange #uxes depend
on the status of a determined source or sink on
the metabolite, or similarly on the input and
output status of the metabolite. These constraints
can be expressed as shown in eqn (4) where a and
j
b are either zero or negative and positive in"nity,
j
respectively, based on the direction of the exchange #ux. Under the existence of a source (input) only a is set to negative in"nity and b is set
j
j
to zero, whereas if only a sink (output) exists on
the metabolite a is set to zero and b is set to
j
j
positive in"nity. If both a source and a sink are
present for the metabolite then the exchange #ux
is bidirectional with a set to negative in"nity and
j
b set to positive in"nity leaving the exchange
j
#ux unconstrained.
a )b )b
j
j
j

(4)

In general, we can make the distinction between currency metabolites (i.e. cofactors such as
ATP, NADH) involved in energy and redox
levels and the rest of the metabolites in the
network (primary metabolites). For a pathway
analysis the exchange #uxes for these currency
metabolites are typically unconstrained. Under
conditions in which the system is to be closed for
the exchange of these metabolites the corresponding exchange #uxes are constrained to zero.
This distinction between metabolites will be of
assistance in classifying metabolic pathways. Additionally, we typically structure the stoichiometric matrix so that the "rst series of columns
represent the internal #uxes and the remaining
columns represent the exchange #uxes with the
primary exchange #uxes followed by the currency
exchange #uxes. In constructing the stoichiometric matrix in this way, the vector v is composed
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"rst of entries v !v followed by b !b . This
I
nI
I
nE
construction has the advantage that the overall
systemic balance equation for a given pathway or
#ux distribution is simply obtained from the
values of the exchange #uxes constituting the
lower portion of the #ux vector (i.e. see Fig. 2 and
the discussion below).
These general concepts can be illustrated by
a speci"c example. Figure 1(a) depicts a biochemical reaction network consisting of "ve
metabolites and four internal reactions interconverting these metabolites. Two of these reactions
are reversible creating a forward #ux and a
reverse #ux. Together there are a total of six
internal #uxes. Only four of the "ve metabolites
have sources or sinks and are subsequently allowed to cross over the system boundary creating
four exchange #uxes that are all unconstrained.
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Figure 1(b) shows the complete mathematical
translation of the system into eqns (2)}(4). It
should be noted that such a translation and the
determination of a genome-speci"c stoichiometric matrix representing an entire cellular metabolic network can be directly determined from an
organisms metabolic genotype and biochemical
information based on the reactions and processes
associated with each of the respective gene products of the genotype (Edwards & Palsson, 1998;
Schilling et al., 1999a).
The Steady-state Flux Cone and Metabolic
Capabilities
Together eqns (2)}(4) describe a metabolic system under steady-state conditions as a system
of linear equalities/inequalities. This description

FIG. 1. (a) Chemical reaction network consisting of the "ve metabolites (A}E) and four internal reactions (two reversible)
creating six internal #uxes (v) along with four allowed exchange #uxes (b) all indicated by the arrows. (b) The translation of the
network into its mathematical representation. The stoichiometric matrix (S) is expressed in terms of the series of linear
homogeneous equations derived from the conservation of mass in eqn (2). All internal #uxes are constrained to be nonnegative
as in eqn (3) and the exchange #uxes are all unconstrained and described as in eqn (4).
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captures the constraints that are placed on the
network by the stoichiometry and thermodynamics of the reactions, as well as the constraints on input and output of metabolites from
the system, which typically can be experimentally
determined. The presence of linear inequalities
limits the use of traditional concepts of linear
algebra, and necessitates the use of convex
analysis (Rockafellar, 1970), which is capable of
treating systems of linear inequalities. The set of
solutions to any system of linear inequalities is
a convex set, and for our particular system this
is also true as any linear equality can be written
as two inequalities. This convex solution corresponds geometrically to a convex polyhedral cone
in n-dimensional space (Rn) emanating from the
origin for all metabolic systems modeled as described herein. We refer to this convex cone generally as the #ux space and more speci"cally as
the steady-state #ux cone (C). Within this #ux
cone lie all of the possible steady-state solutions
and hence the #ux distributions under which the
system can operate. Since every solution or operating mode of the system is contained within the
#ux space, it logically follows that the entire #ux
space represents the capabilities of the given
metabolic network. Thus, the #ux space clearly
de"nes what a network can and cannot do; what
building blocks can be manufactured; how e$cient the energy extraction and conversion of
carbohydrates into ATP can be for a given substrate; where are the critical links in the network;
and so on. The answer to these basic questions
and many others related to the structural and
functional capabilities of the network are found
within the #ux cone.
As the answers to our questions lie within the
#ux cone we must then develop a way to describe
and interpret any location within this space. In
other words, we must now "nd the best way to
navigate through this solution space. We are
mainly interested in determining the characteristics of this space and interpreting it from an
overall metabolic perspective. This objective can
be achieved by either interpreting the functioning
of the network from the traditional reactionbased perspective as described by the #ux vector
v or from a pathway-oriented perspective. We
now discuss the development of such a pathwayoriented perspective.

Convex Analysis and Metabolic Pathways
The study of convex polyhedral cones, which
forms the underlying mathematical structure for
metabolic pathway analysis, has several conceptual similarities with linear algebra. For convex
cones, one studies extreme rays (or generating
vectors) that correspond to edges of the cone
being half-lines emanating from the origin. These
extreme rays are said to generate the cone and
cannot be decomposed into a non-trivial convex
combination of any other vectors residing in the
#ux cone. For this reason they are referred to as
being conically or systematically independent.
This notion of a minimal generating set, which is
properly referred to as forming the conical hull of
the cone, roughly corresponds to the concept of
a basis in linear algebra. However, this generating set is typically unique, providing a clear advantage to using convex analysis rather than just
studying the underlying linear algebra coming
from the subspace determined by the null space
of S. In fact, the set of conditions for describing
convex cones is nearly identical to the conditions
used to de"ne a vector space in linear algebra
with the exception that all scalars must be nonnegative for convex cones (Hadley, 1961).
Here in the context of metabolic systems we
will use the term extreme pathways to denote the
extreme rays of a polyhedral cone as each ray
corresponds to a particular pathway or active set
of #uxes which satis"es the steady-state mass
balance constraints and inequalities posed in
eqns (2)}(4). Extreme pathways will be denoted
by the vector p and the total number of extreme
i
pathways needed to generate the #ux cone
for a system will be denoted by k. Every point
within this cone (C) can be written as a nonnegative linear combination of the extreme pathways as

G

H

k
C" v : v" + w p , w *0 ∀i .
i i
i
i/1

(5)

Thus, the set of extreme pathways is analogous
to a basis/coordinate system that can be used to
describe a position in space. These pathways are
said to conically span or generate the set of all
pathways as any pathway or distribution of
#uxes can be written as a non-negative linear
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combination of the p 1s. (Notice the similarity
i
with the concept of a spanning or generating set
in linear algebra.) The pathway vector w corresponds to the coordinate vector relative to the set
of extreme pathways. It provides the weight given
to each pathway in a particular #ux distribution
(v). If we consider the matrix P whose columns
are composed of the set of extreme pathways, this
matrix conceptually transforms the #ux vector
v into the pathway vector w providing a pathway-based perspective of the functioning of
the network as opposed to a reaction-based
perspective.
The #ux cone in Rn can be geometrically
thought of as the intersection between the null
space of eqn (2) and the vector space described by
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the inequalities of eqns (3) and (4). The vector
space described by eqn (3) is the positive orthant
in n -dimensional space, while the vector space
I
described by eqn (4) is a region of n -dimensional
E
space. Thus, the #ux space can be described as the
following convex subset of Rn:
C"(RnI ]RnE)W(Nul S),
`

(6)

In other words, the #ux cone contains all points
of the null space whose coordinates are nonnegative, with the exception of the exchange
#uxes that are constrained to be negative or those
that are unconstrained.
To illustrate these concepts we return again
to the system described in Fig. 1. Figure 2(a)

FIG. 2. (a) The set of extreme pathways for the network described in Fig. 1. Five of the seven extreme pathways are
illustrated corresponding to the edges of the #ux cone of admissible steady-state #ux vectors. Only Type I pathways are
illustrated. The two additional pathways not depicted (Type III) correspond to the cycling of the two reversible reactions
(v /v and v /v ). (b) All seven pathways are presented as columns in the pathway matrix P. The net systemic balance equations
2 each
3
4 5
for
pathway
are obtained from the value of the exchange #uxes below the dashed line. (c) An example of a #ux
distribution (v) is given to illustrate the test for a unique decomposition of a #ux vector. The number of subset pathways of
v equals the dimensions of the null space for the modi"ed stoichiometric matrix creating a unique decomposition.
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graphically illustrates "ve of the seven extreme
pathways for the reaction network described in
Fig. 1, while Fig. 2(b) provides the matrix
P whose seven columns are the extreme pathways. The algorithm that is used to calculate the
extreme pathways from eqns (2)}(4) is presented
in Appendix B. Using these seven pathways all
possible #ux distributions can be decomposed as
shown in eqn (5). Later we will discuss a pathway
classi"cation scheme.
Unique Extreme Pathways
The "rst issue that is of concern with any set of
pathways used to describe a metabolic network is
the uniqueness of the set. The set of generating
vectors for a polyhedral cone is certainly unique
when the cone lies in the positive orthant as is the
case when all #uxes are constrained to be positive, but what happens when some of these constraints are relaxed on the exchange #uxes and
the #ux cone no longer lies entirely in the positive
orthant? In this case, the set of extreme pathways
is still unique and this is stated in the following
theorem.
Theorem. A convex -ux cone determined by eqns
(2)}(4) has a set of systematically independent
generating vectors. Furthermore, these generating
vectors (extremal rays) are unique up to multiplication by a positive scalar. ¹hese generating vectors
will be called extreme pathways.
The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix A. A simple way to understand and test for
the uniqueness property under any set of #ux
conventions is to set all unidirectional #uxes
(constrained to be non-negative) equal to zero
and search for a non-trivial solution to eqn (2). If
a solution exists then this con"rms the existence
of a real line in the solution space described by
eqn (6) resulting in a loss of uniqueness. If we
consider all #uxes to be constrained as nonnegative then there will obviously be no solution
other than the trivial solution when these #uxes
are set to zero, indicating that the set of edges of
the convex #ux cone is unique. Uniqueness can
be lost when both reversible internal and exchange #uxes are described as bidirectional #uxes
with no constraints. As an example, if we lumped

the forward and reverse #uxes v /v and v /v
2 3
4 5
together into two unconstrained reversible #uxes,
the set of extreme pathways would no longer be
unique as a non-trivial solution would exist when
the unidirectional #uxes v and v are removed,
1
6
thus con"rming the presence of a real line in the
solution space. To preserve uniqueness we can
easily adopt the convention of decomposing the
reversible internal #uxes into two unidirectional
#uxes constrained to be nonnegative while allowing exchange #uxes to be free of constraints
under conditions where a source and sink are
accounted for. If all unidirectional #uxes are set
to zero there will be no solution to eqn (2) other
than the trivial solution as all internal #uxes will
be set to zero and the exchange #uxes must then
equal zero since only one exchange #ux is present
per metabolite. Therefore, the set of extreme
pathways is observed to be unique under the
adopted conventions.
The conclusion is that under the conventions
described herein a unique set of pathways can be
described which provide the simplest unique view
of the pathway structure of the network o!ering
an additional perspective from which to interpret
metabolic function.
Classi5cation of Extreme Pathways
In determining the set of extreme pathways for
a system there are, in general, two distinct classes
of pathways. There are pathways for which the
coe$cients of the exchange #uxes are all equal to
zero, and there are pathways in which non-zero
values exist for a set of exchange #uxes. Furthermore, if a distinction is made between the currency metabolites and the primary metabolites
of the system, a third class of pathways can be
delineated as those pathways for which all of
the exchange #uxes for the primary metabolites equal zero while non-zero values exist for
the exchange #uxes of some of the currency
metabolites.
The major pathways that are of functional
interest are those for which the exchange #uxes of
the primary metabolites are active. These pathways are the major contributors to the decomposition of almost any steady-state #ux distribution,
and will be classi"ed as Type I pathways. Type II
pathways will denote those in which only the
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exchange #uxes for the currency metabolites are
active. These pathways correspond to true futile
cycles existing within the network which serve to
dissipate energy or reductive power. Perhaps the
best example of this class would be the wellknown futile cycle that exists in glycolysis between the activity of phosphofructokinase and
fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase which dissipates energy by converting ATP into ADP and inorganic
phosphate in equal molar ratios. It should be
noted that the term futile might be misleading in
the rare case in which an internal-energy-producing or redox-producing cycle may exist.
Pathways in which all of the exchange #uxes
are inactive correspond to internal cycles within
the network that have no net overall e!ect on the
functional capabilities of the network. We will
classify these pathways as Type III pathways.
Usually, these pathways will correspond to the
cycling of two #uxes resulting from the decomposition of reversible reactions into two
unidirectional #uxes for the forward and reverse
reactions. On occasion a cycle comprised of multiple ('2) active internal #uxes may exist, but it
will again have no impact on the capabilities of
the network. While these pathways may not appear to provide a path through the system they
still constitute an edge of the #ux cone. When
interested in providing a decomposition of a #ux
distribution, these #uxes will virtually never appear in the decomposition as they do not a!ect
the overall productive capabilities. However,
these pathways cannot be completely ignored, as
there may be dynamic consequences that are yet
to be investigated such as their ability to dynamically regulate metabolite or metabolite pool
concentrations. A matrix representation of these
three di!erent classi"cations of pathways is
shown in Fig. 3. This classi"cation scheme can be
extended to classify any pathway or #ux distribution in addition to the extreme pathways of a
network.
For the reaction of Fig. 1 the "rst "ve columns
of the matrix P in Fig. 2(b) correspond to Type I
pathways and are all illustrated in Fig. 2(a) while
the last two columns of P correspond to Type III
pathways, as all of the exchange #uxes are inactive. As all of the metabolites were considered
primary, there does not exist any Type II pathway. With these pathways de"ned and classi"ed
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FIG. 3. A matrix perspective for the classi"cation scheme
of extreme pathways. The matrix depicted is the pathway
matrix P where each column represents an extreme pathway. [For an example see Fig. 2(b).] For Type I pathways
the only requirement is for one of the primary exchange
#uxes to be active. In Type II pathways only the currency
exchange #uxes can be active, and in Type III pathways
none of the exchange #uxes are active.

how can they be used to analyse and interpret
systemic functions and #ux distributions?
Unique Representation of Steady States
Every #ux distribution, v, can be written as a
non-negative linear combination of the extreme
pathways, as shown in eqn (5). In linear algebra
such a decomposition as a sum of basis vectors is
unique even though the basis itself is non-unique.
However, some #ux distributions can be written
as a sum of extreme pathways in many ways.
Therefore, the decomposition of a steady-state
#ux vector (v) into the corresponding extreme
pathways (p) is not necessarily unique. Only
a basis for a solution space guarantees a unique
representation of every point in the solution
space. For the set of extreme pathways to form
a basis the number of pathways must equal the
dimensions of the null space. The dimensions of
the null space depend on the number of free
variables in the original set of linear equations
forming eqn (2), which is referred to as the rank of
S, (r). The relation termed the Rank Theorem
gives the dimensions of the null space (d):
d(S)"dim (Nul S)"n!r.

(7)

Thus, for a full rank matrix the dimensions of the
null space will be equal to the di!erence between
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the number of #uxes and metabolites
(d"n!m), as r will equal m. If the number of
extreme pathways exceeds the dimension of the
null space (k'd), then the pathways do not
uniquely describe every point in the solution
cone. In this case, one can select a subset of the
extreme pathways which are linearly independent
and equal in number to the dimensions of the null
space as a basis if desired. This corresponds to the
edges of a simplex of the cone. However, this
selection is again non-unique as often there are
numerous simplexes in which a solution may lie.
The edges of the cone therefore can be thought of
as providing a limited set of vectors from which
to select for the construction of a basis if desired.
If we again consider the reaction network discussed in Fig. 1, the dimension of the null space is
5 and the number of edges of the #ux cone is
7 (d"5, k"7). Therefore, the entire #ux cone
cannot be uniquely decomposed into the extreme
pathways. To have the number of pathways
equal to the dimension of the null space is uncommon in larger networks due to the high degree of interconnectivity amongst metabolites
and reactions.
Even though in most cases the entire cone
cannot be uniquely described by the set of extreme pathways, there are certain regions of the
solution cone in which a solution is uniquely
described by the pathways. To determine if a
decomposition is unique it is necessary to "rst
determine the number of extreme pathways that
are subsets of the particular #ux distribution of
interest, v. For an extreme pathway to be a subset
of a #ux distribution it must not contain an active
internal #ux that is inactive in the #ux distribution. Additionally, the extreme pathway must not
have an active exchange #ux that is inactive in
the #ux distribution and is also constrained to be
either positive or negative. As an example, consider the #ux distribution (vT"[4, 2, 0, 1, 0, 1,
!4, 2, 1, 1]) shown in Fig. 2(c). The only inactive #uxes are v and v . Thus any pathway
3
5
that has either of these internal #uxes active is not
a subset pathway. This eliminates extreme pathway p , p , p , and p , leaving only the "rst three
4 5 6
7
extreme pathways as subsets of v. The next step
involves calculating the dimensions of the null
space for the modi"ed stoichiometric matrix
(S ) wherein all columns corresponding to
mod

inactive internal and exchange #uxes in v are
removed. In our example, this would eliminate
the columns corresponding to v and v . The
3
5
dimension of the corresponding null space is 3,
which is equal to the number of subset pathways,
thus ensuring a unique decomposition. If the
number of extreme that are subsets of v is greater
than the dimensions of the null space, d(S ),
mod
then the decomposition is non-unique. Otherwise
the decomposition is unique.
Systemic Independence
A set of pathways Mp ,2 , p N is said to be
1
k
conically or systemically independent if no pathway can be written as a non-trivial non-negative
linear combination of the other pathways. Notice
that the only di!erence between this de"nition
and linear independence is that the coe$cients of
the linear combination cannot be negative. An
important implication of this de"nition is that it
is possible for a set of pathways to be systemically
independent while simultaneously being a linearly dependent set. When investigating the functional aspects of a metabolic system the property
of systemic independence should take priority
over linear independence as it is a unique
property of any system and its structural
capabilities.
The set of extreme pathways for a system is not
linearly independent since typically the number
of pathways that form the edges of the steadystate #ux cone is greater than the dimensions of
the null space. However, the set of extreme pathways is systemically independent by de"nition of
being the edges of the #ux cone. The term genetic
independence was "rst introduced to describe
a distinction between sets of metabolic pathways
which were linearly dependent but de"ned as
independent genotypes (Seressiotis & Bailey,
1988). The idea re#ected the notion that certain
sets of pathways share a characteristic of systemic
independence even though they are linearly dependent. The use of the term genetically independent may potentially be misleading, as there is
not necessarily a one-to-one correspondence between reactions and gene products. There are
a number of examples of gene products capable
of carrying out a number of related but distinct
biochemical transformations.
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What are the implications of pathways being
systemically independent? From a control point
of view, it can be envisioned that if a cell could
control the activity of each one of the extreme
pathways then it would be capable of reaching
each point within the #ux cone. In other words, it
would be maximizing its metabolic capabilities.
This is most likely not the case physiologically as
a distinct control switch is most likely not devoted to each pathway even in a non-obvious
manner. The control scheme that the cell chooses
to implement is much more complicated, as the
regulation of certain pathways will be coupled
and in fact there will be certain pathways that
are always inactive or even unregulated due to
the regulatory scheme implemented. Certain
combinations of pathways may be unfeasible. The
challenging task that now confronts us is to
understand how the pathways of a system are
regulated.
The real question we are seeking to answer is
can we gain insight on the regulatory logic implemented by the cell by focusing on its pathway
structure. Is the set of extreme pathways what the
cell is truly aimed at controlling and regulating?
And if so, how are they regulated? Rather than
predicting a control scheme that could be used
for a metabolic network it will be perhaps
most bene"cial to look at the actual known
regulatory scheme of certain well-understood
networks and make some rational connections to
the theoretical pathway structure which can be
determined. It seems logical to think that these
pathways are the ultimate objective of cellular
regulation. Thus, while regulation is occurring at
the protein and genetic levels through enzymatic
activation/inhibition, and transcriptional control, etc., the ultimate cellular function of these
regulatory mechanisms is the control of metabolic pathways in an indirect and non-intuitive
manner.
Discussion
The de"nition and conceptualization of biochemical pathways in the context of a whole cell
has emerged as an important issue now that
genomics is leading to the complete de"nition
of genotypes in an increasing number of organisms. Here we have introduced a theoretical
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framework for the identi"cation of the simplest
unique set of biochemical pathways for a metabolic system, based on methods of convex analysis and the laws of material conservation. The
unique extreme pathways are the systemically
independent pathways of the network and can be
used to analyse and interpret the functional capabilities and #ux distributions of cellular metabolism from a pathway-based perspective. The application of this theoretical approach to the problem of analysing a complete cellular metabolic
network derived from its metabolic genotype will
be discussed in a paper to follow (Schilling &
Palsson, 2000). The detailed approach discussed
herein represents a continuing improvement in
theoretical strategies for the study of metabolic
pathways.
The theory behind most recent work on pathway analysis stems from linear algebra and more
speci"cally convex analysis, two related branches
of mathematics (for a review see Schilling et al.,
1999b). The "rst natural approach to study metabolic networks is through the use of linear algebra to explore the null space of the series of linear
homogeneous equations resulting from the conservation of mass as in eqn (2). As previously
mentioned, the null space can be spanned by a set
of linearly independent basis vectors which correspond to biochemical pathways that can be
used to interpret the functional characteristics of
the system (Fell, 1993; Schilling & Palsson, 1998).
While basis vectors provide a unique representation of every solution to the system, the set of
basis vectors that span the null space is nonunique making their use much less e!ective. To
overcome this obstacle of non-uniqueness we
have turned to the mathematics associated with
convex spaces.
Convex analysis was "rst applied to inorganic
chemical systems in the detailed theory of stoichiometric network analysis (SNA) (Clarke, 1980,
1981, 1988). This theory was developed for the
mathematical analysis of stability in complex reaction networks. SNA utilizes convex analysis to
determine a set of &&extreme currents'' which serve
as a framework for a coordinate transformation
used to determine the stability of the network.
These &&extreme currents'' also correspond to
edges of a #ux cone; however, in SNA all
#uxes are constrained to be non-negative. Thus,
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FIG. 4. Scheme of the PEP/PYR/OAA cycle. Abbreviations: PYR, pyruvate; PEP, phosphoenolpyruvate; OAA,
oxaloacetate. (a) Seven extreme currents of pathways of the system considering all #uxes to be unidirectional including
exchange #uxes. Omitted are the three pathways each of which corresponds to the cycling of the input and output exchange
#uxes for each of the metabolites. (b) Three extreme pathways for the system when considering exchange #uxes to be
unconstrained or bidirectional. (c) Seven elementary modes for the system when considering exchange #uxes to be
unconstrained or bidirectional.

exchange #uxes are decomposed into an independent input #ux and an output #ux. The e!ects of
this can be seen in Fig. 4 for the simple reaction
system representing the pyruvate/phosphoenolpyruvate/oxaloacetate cycle. When all #uxes are
considered to be non-negative there are ten edges
to the #ux cone, seven of which are illustrated in
Fig. 4(a). From a systemic point of view a number
of the pathways shown are combinations of other
pathways, however mathematically this is not
a true statement for the exclusive reason that the
pseudoreactions (exchange #uxes) are decomposed into forward and reverse reactions. In the
approach described herein these pseudoreactions
are e!ectively merged into a bidirectional unconstrained #ux creating a #ux cone that contains
only three edges/pathways shown in Fig. 4(b).
Allowing exchange #uxes to become bidirectional has the general e!ect of reducing the dimensions of the null space (d) in addition to

reducing the number of extreme pathways or
edges of the #ux cone (k) to an even greater
extent. The quantity (k!d) therefore decreases.
This serves to reduce the degrees of freedom that
can be used to select a set of pathways to form
a basis. So, while in most cases we do not arrive
at a unique basis we can limit the number of
di!erent bases to choose from signi"cantly with
this approach, bringing us as close to a unique
basis as possible if one is seeking to use such
a basis to interpret metabolic function.
This appears to be the more reasonable approach, as it provides a much cleaner view of the
pathway structure. Additionally, the pseudoreactions should not be in#uencing the pathway
structure to such an extent. The rami"cations of
changing the conventions used to describe a reaction network on the subsequent operations of
SNA and pathway stability are a topic of future
investigation. SNA has been most notably used
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to establish a categorization of oscillatory reactions (Schreiber et al., 1996), the stoichiometric
connectivity of chemical species essential for the
oscillations (Eiswirth et al., 1991), and the quantitative determination of extreme currents active
at stationary states in a model of the chloride}iodide reaction at various external constraints (Strasser et al., 1993).
The most recent application of convex analysis
for the study of metabolic pathways has been in
the development of the concepts of elementary
#ux modes of a system (Schuster & Hilgetag,
1994; Schuster et al., 1999). The concepts of elementary modes were most notably utilized to
guide the development and engineering of an
Escherichia coli strain that successfully channeled
carbohydrates down the pathways for aromatic
amino acid biosynthesis at theoretical yields
(Liao et al., 1996). Elementary modes have been
de"ned as the minimal set of enzymes that could
operate at steady state with all irreversible reactions proceeding in the appropriate directions.
Rule-based algorithms utilizing the principles of
convex analysis have been previously described
for determining the set of elementary modes for
situations in which reversible reactions are
modeled as bidirectional #uxes (Schuster et al.,
1996). While the conventions for describing the
metabolic system are slightly di!erent from those
discussed here, the set of elementary modes has
been shown to be unique; however, in the presence of reversible reactions there are often more
elementary modes than are needed to span the
#ux cone. At times this situation will make the
decomposition of a #ux vector into elementary
modes non-unique.
The elementary modes of the system described
in Fig. 4(a) with exchange #uxes decomposed are
identical to the edges of the #ux cone due to the
absence of any bidirectional #uxes, and correspond exactly to the extreme currents or pathways
of the network as determined using SNA. Using
the conventions adopted herein for describing the
network as shown in Fig. 4(b), the number of
elementary modes is greater than the number
of extreme pathways indicating that a number of
these elementary modes lie within the interior
of the #ux cone generated by the extreme pathways and are positive combinations of the extreme pathways. The elementary modes for the
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network are shown in Fig. 4(c). These modes all
correspond to the same pattern of pathways
shown in Fig. 4(a). The details of determining the
elementary modes for this cycle have been previously discussed (Schuster & Hilgetag, 1994).
Here the dimension of the null space is 3 and the
number of extreme pathways is 3; however the
number of elementary modes is 7. Three of these
modes are the same as the extreme pathways
while the remaining four lie on a face of the #ux
cone or within the interior of the #ux cone.
Figure 5 illustrates the elementary modes for
the reaction network shown in Fig. 1. For both
cases the dimension of the null space is 5. All of
the extreme pathways are identical to the elementary modes with the two additional elementary
modes being the pathways leading from metabolites A to D and A to E. These two additional
modes are both positive linear combinations of
two extreme pathways and thus lie on the interior
of the cone or on a face of the cone in this case.
This creates a situation in which there is a redundancy in the pathway structure resulting often in a non-unique decomposition of a steadystate #ux distribution.
With respect to SNA and the study of elementary modes the work presented here can be seen
as a sort of hybrid approach that builds upon
many of the concepts of these two similar approaches looking forward to the use of pathway
analysis to study metabolic function in addition

FIG. 5. Illustration of the set of elementary modes
corresponding to the reaction network of Fig. 1. Seven
elementary modes are shown. All of the elementary modes
correspond to the extreme pathways of the network with the
exception of the two pathways indicated by the dashed
arrows. The upper mode corresponds to the combination of
extreme pathways p and p while the lower mode is the
1 pathways
3
combination of extreme
p and p . Two additional
1
2 the two reversmodes exist corresponding to the cycling
of
ible reactions (v /v and v /v ).
2 3
4 5
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to structural aspects of metabolic networks. In
studying the extreme pathways we arrive as close
as possible to a unique pathway structure that
can be used to uniquely describe certain points
within the #ux cone. These pathways represent
the smallest unique set of pathways that can
possibly be generated to accurately interpret the
functional aspects of a metabolic network. These
characteristics are achieved due to the concept of
systemic independence and the inability to decompose these pathways into any non-negative
combination of other pathways present within
the #ux cone. Thus, we arrive at the underlying
pathway structure and topology of metabolic
networks. It should once again be noted that
there is no dynamic or regulatory information
accounted for in the network description and
calculation performed herein, which are based
primarily on the structure and topology of the
network.
Conclusion
Individual metabolic reactions and #uxes
within the cell are the unit of chemical function,
while individual extreme pathways may be considered as the unit of systemic function and perhaps cellular function. Here we have discussed
how metabolic systems may be described mathematically, and how to determine and classify the
unique set of these extreme pathways that correspond to the edges of the #ux cone. The underlying pathway structure that is determined from
the set of extreme pathways now provides us with
the ability to analyse, interpret, and predict
metabolic function from a pathway-based
perspective.
Figure 6 provides a geometric interpretation of
the #ux cone with every point described by
eqn (5). Together the set of extreme pathways
describes the full capabilities of the metabolic
network in the simplest form possible, as these
pathways are systemically independent and
irreducible. From the biological point of view,
the entire #ux cone associated with the reactions
comprising cellular metabolism corresponds to
the capabilities of an organism's metabolic network and hence the capabilities of its metabolic
genotype. Each one of the generating vectors
corresponds to an extreme pathway that the cell

FIG. 6. De"ning the metabolic genotype and phenotype
in the context of convex analysis. A geometric depiction of
the #ux cone in three dimensions where the entire unbounded #ux cone corresponds to the theoretical capabilities of a metabolic genotype. Each edge of the cone indicated
by the white arrows corresponds to an extreme pathway.
A particular solution or metabolic phenotype is indicated
by the "lled point that is described by a #ux vector (v) lying
on the interior of the #ux cone or convex hull. This
#ux vector can be decomposed into extreme pathways as in
eqn (5).

could theoretically control to reach every point
in the #ux cone. Each particular point within this
#ux cone corresponds to a di!erent #ux distribution representing a particular metabolic phenotype. The actual #ux vector describing that point
can be thought of as a positive combination of
these extreme pathways. So one may think of
these pathways as theoretically being &&switched''
o! and on to varying degrees to reach a particular metabolic phenotype. How this control is
actually implemented at the enzymatic and genetic levels is the next question. To add capabilities
to its metabolic network an organism must
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acquire enough reactions to add another extreme
pathway. Thus, acquiring a gene whose gene
product performs a speci"c reaction(s) may
not add function to the cell if other supporting
reactions are not acquired to create a new extreme pathway. Clearly, this has a number of
interesting implications regarding the evolution
of cellular metabolism throughout the kingdoms
of life.
Perhaps one of the greatest scienti"c challenges of the next century will be to understand
the principles and control schemes that underlie
integrated multi-geneic functions and the genotype}phenotype relationship (Palsson, 1997). To
meet the challenge, we must "rst understand the
systematic objectives of cellular functions and
how these objectives are achieved on the cellular
level in addition to the molecular level. Then we
can proceed with the investigation of the regulatory aspects of these networks and various analysis and simulation methods (McAdams & Arkin,
1998; Tomita et al., 1999). With genomics and
bioinformatics now providing much of the
&&hardware'' within the cell, we now begin the
search for the &&software'' or the operating
systems that govern coordinated cellular
function.
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then both c@ and cA are positive multiples of p . To
j
see why this is true, we can write the two pathways as non-negative linear combinations of the
extreme pathways:
k
c@" + i p and
i i
i/1
k
cA" + ǹ p for i , ǹ *0.
i i
i i
i/1

(A.2)

Thus
k
p "c@#cA" + (i #ǹ )p .
i
i i
j
i/1

(A.3)

Since the p are systemically independent, the
i
only way this can happen is if all the g and k are
i
i
equal to zero except for g and k . This implies
j
j
that both c@ and cA are multiples of p . This will
j
show that the set of extreme pathways is unique.
For if Mc , 2 , c N was another set of extreme
1
k
pathways the above argument would show that
each of the c must be a positive multiple of one of
i
the p . This completes the proof of the theorem
i
establishing the uniqueness of the extreme pathways.

APPENDIX A

Theorem. A convex -ux cone has a set of systemically independent generating vectors. Furthermore,
these generating vectors (extremal rays) are unique
up to a multiplication by a positive scalar.
¹hese generating vectors will be called extreme
pathways.
Proof. First, we must show existence of a systemically independent generating set for a cone
and then we will prove uniqueness. To show
existence we can simply refer to the algorithm
outlined in Appendix B that is justi"ed and
shown to provide a set of systemically
independent set of generating vectors for a
cone. Thus existence is readily shown. To
show uniqueness, let Mp , 2 , p N be a systemi1
k
cally independent generating set for a cone.
Notice that if
p "c@#cA
j

(A.1)

APPENDIX B

The algorithm that is implemented to determine
the set of extreme pathways for a reaction network follows the principles of algorithms for
"nding the extremal rays/generating vectors of
convex polyhedral cones.
The algorithm begins with the formulation of
an initial matrix consisting of an n]n identity
matrix (I) appended to the transpose of the
stoichiometric matrix, ST. Then we examine the
constraints on each of the exchange #uxes as
given in eqn (4). If the exchange #ux is constrained to be positive nothing is done;
however, if the exchange #ux is constrained to
be negative then we multiply the corresponding
row of the initial matrix by !1. If the exchange
#ux is unconstrained then we move the entire
row to a temporary matrix, T(E). This completes
the initialization of the "rst tableau, T(0). For
the reaction system in Fig. 1, T(0) and T(E)
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are follows:
D!1

1
1
T(0)"

1
1
1
1

1

0

0

0

D

0 !1

1

0

0

D

0

1 !1

0

0

D

0

0 !1

1

0

D

0

0

1 !1

0

D

0

0 !1

0

,

1
(B.1)

D!1

1
1

T(E)"

1
1

We will designate each element of the above
matrices by ¹ . Starting with x equal to 1 and
ij
T(0) equaling T(x~1) the next tableau is generated
in the following manner:
1. Identify all of the metabolites that do not
have an unconstrained exchange #ux associated
with them. The total number of such metabolites
is denoted by k. In this example, only metabolite
C does not have such an unconstrained exchange
#ux so k"1.
2. Begin forming the new matrix T(x) by copying all rows from T(x~1) which contain a zero in
the column of ST that corresponds to the "rst
metabolite identi"ed in step 1, denoted by the

1
1 1
1
T(0)"

1

1
1

0

0

0

0

D

0 !1

0

0

0

D

0

0 !0 !1

0

D

0

0 !0

0 !1

index c. (This will be the third column of the
transposed stoichiometric matrix.)
3. Of the remaining rows in T(x~1) add together all possible combinations of rows which
contain values of the opposite sign in column c,
such that the addition produces a zero in this
column. Given two rows, r and r , whose ele1
2
ments will be denoted by r
and r
for
1, j
2, j
j"1, . . . , (n#m), combine the rows using the
following equation to generate a new row r to be
added to T(i):
r@"(Dr D * r )#(Dr D * r )
(B.2)
2, c
1
1, c
2
The resulting matrix T(1) is as follows up to this
point:

D!1

1

0

0

0

D

0

0

0

0

0

D

0 !1

0

1

0

1 D

0 !1

0

1

1

1

D

0

1

0 !1

0

1 1

D

0

0

0

0

0

1 1 D

0

0

0 !1

1

(B.3)
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4. For all of the rows added to T(x) in steps
2 and 3 check to make sure that no row exists
that is a non-negative combination of any other
sets of rows in T(x). One method used is as follows: let A(i) equal the set of column indices, j, for
which the elements of row i equal zero. Then
check to determine if there exists another row (h)
for which A(i) is a subset of A(h). This is expressed
mathematically in eqn (B.4) (analogous to the

D!1

1

0

0

0

D

0

0

0

0

0

D

0 !1

0

1

0

D

0 !1

0

0

1

1

D

0

1

0 !1

0

1 1

D

0

0

0

0

1
1 1
1

1

1

1
1

T(l@E)"

The "nal tableau will be T(k). [In this example
there is only one such metabolite so we do not
need to iterate through steps 2}4 again. Therefore T(k) equals T(1) as in eqn (B.3.)] Note that the
number of rows in T(k) will be equal to (k),
the number of extreme pathways.
6. Next we append T(E) to the bottom of T(k)
(also the same as T(1) in this example). This
results in the following tableau:

0

(B.5)

0
0 !1
1
D 0
1 1
} } } } } } } } } } } } } } } } } } } } } } } } } } }} } } } } } } } } } } } } }
D
!1
0
0
0
0
1
D
0 !1
0
0
0
1
D
0
0
0 !1
0
1
D
0
0
0
0 !1
1
D

condition of eqns (14) and (15) in Schuster
& Schuster, 1993). Thus, if eqn (B.4) holds true for
any distinct rows i and h, then row i must be
eliminated from T(i)
A(i)-A(h), iOh
where
A(i)"M j:¹ "0, 1)j)(n#m)N. (B.4)
i, j
5. With the formation of T(x) complete repeat
steps 2}4 for all of the metabolites that do not
have an unconstrained exchange #ux operating
on the metabolite, incrementing x by one up to k.

7. Starting in the n#1 column (or the "rst
non-zero column on the right side), if ¹
i,(n`1)
does not equal to zero, then add the corresponding non-zero row from T(E) to row i so
as to produce a zero in the (n#1) column. This
is done by simply multiplying the corresponding row in T(E) by ¹
and adding this
i,(n`1)
row to row i. Repeat this procedure for each of
the rows in the upper portion of the tableau
so as to create zeros in the entire upper
portion of the (n#1) column. When "nished,
remove the row in T(E) corresponding to
the exchange #ux for the metabolite just
balanced.
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8. Follow the same procedure as in step 7 for
each of the columns on the right side of the
tableau containing non-zero entries. (In this
example we need to perform step 7 for every
column except the middle column of the right
side which corresponds to metabolite C.) The
"nal tableau, T(Final), will contain the transpose of
the matrix P containing the extreme pathways in
place of the original identity matrix. Both T(Final)
and P are given below:
1

!1

where A is an m]n matrix. We will induct on
the number of rows of A. If m"0 then C is
just the positive orthant, and the set of coordinate vectors is easily shown to be a generating
set for C.
For the induction step we have a cone C with
generating set Mp , . . . , p N. Let
1
n
C@"CWMx:a x #2#a x "a ) x"0N. (B.9)
1 1
n n
D

0 0 0 0 0

D

0 0 0 0 0

D

0 0 0 0 0

1 D

0 0 0 0 0

D

0 0 0 0 0

D

0 0 0 0 0

!1 1 D

0 0 0 0 0

1

1 1
1
T (Final)"

1

1

1
1

1

!1
!1

1 !1

1
1 1
1 1

v v v
1 2 3
1 0 0
0 1 1
0 1 0
PT"
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0

v
4
0
0
1
0
0
1
0

v v
b
b
b
5 6
1
2
3
0 0 !1
1
0
0 0
0
0
0
0 0
0 !1
1
0 1
0 !1
0
1 0
0
1 !1
1 0
0
0
0
1 1
0
0 !1

As a corollary to this algorithm it is easily seen
that if an unconstrained exchange #ux existed for
every metabolite in the system the number of
extreme pathways would simply equal to the
number of internal #uxes in the system with each
pathway equivalent to a single internal #ux. The
justi"cation to ensure that this algorithm generates a unique set of systemically independent
generating vectors for the #ux cone is provided
below. First we will show the existence of a conical generating set. Consider the cone
C"Mx3Rn : Ax"0, x*0N,

(B.8)

b
4
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

Qp
1
Qp
7
Qp
3
Qp
2
Qp
4
Qp
6
Qp
5

(B.6)

(B.7)

After a possible rescaling of the p and recording,
i
we can assume that

G

1,

1)i)k,

a ) p " !1
i

k#1)i)k#l,

0

k#l#1)i)n.

(B.10)

It is easily shown that the pathways
Mp #p : 1)i)k, k#1)j)k#lNX
i
j
Mp : k#l#1)i)nN
i

(B.11)
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APPENDIX C: NOTATION

k
m
n
n
E
n
I
P
p
i
r
S
S
ij

zero vector
activity of the jth exchange #ux
steady-state #ux cone
dimension of the null space of the
stoichiometric matrix

v
v
j
w
w
i
x

form a conical-generating set for the cone C@. Using
the induction step for each row of A, we construct
a conical-generating set. This set will most likely
not be systemically independent. However, we can
remove pathways from the set to get a subset that
still generates the cone and is systemically independent. This procedure will produce a systemically
independent generating set for the cone.

0
b
j
C
d

number of extreme pathways
number of reaction metabolites
total number of #uxes
number of exchange #uxes
number of internal #uxes
matrix of extreme pathway
the ith extreme pathway
rank of the stoichiometric matrix
stoichiometric matrix
element of the ith row and the jth column
of the stoichiometric matrix
#ux vector
activity of the jth internal #ux
pathway utilization vector
activity of the ith pathway
concentration vector.

